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Synopsis:

Local multiplayer games centred around
a single screen, often denoted as "couch
games", have become increasingly popular
over the last few years. An element that is
rarely utilized in couch games is asymmet-
ric information, which means that players
receive individual information which they
can hide from other players. This project
first sets out to investigate the technolog-
ical possibilities of delivering asymmetric
information to players. Based on a list
of criteria set up for the technologies, a
piece of hardware, the Xbox 360 controller
was chosen. By utilizing haptic vibration
patterns with the controller, three exper-
iments were conducted. First, a prelimi-
nary experiment discovered that the vibra-
tions can be used for delivering asymmetric
information. Second, an experiment solely
focused on the controller, compares dif-
ferent vibration patterns to examine how
well they perform. Finally, the game Flow
Hunters was developed to examine if the
findings of the previous experiment apply
in a gaming context. The results of the
three experiments show that it is possible
to deliver asymmetric information via vi-
brations. It could interesting to examine
how the findings apply to other games as
well.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Preface

The theme of the semester is Designing Interactive Systems. The goal of the Medialogy
6th semester project module is for students to use the acquired knowledge, skills and
competences from previous semesters and combined with what is in the semester learnt
how to create their final bachelor project [AAU, 2010].

The AV production created for this project can be found on the attached DVD, or at the
following link:
www.youtu.be/0PMtZpc6Upk.

If interested, the game developed during the project can be downloaded via the following
link (Windows only):
www.TunnelV isionGames.com

1.2 Motivation for the Project

Multiplayer games have grown over time. It started with games in the arcades, and then
it took off with the introduction of gaming consoles. Ever since consoles such as the
Nintendo 64 pioneered the trend of multiple controller ports [Retro.mmgn.com] (i.e. that
multiple players could play on the same machine), people have been playing games locally
such as GoldenEye 007 (1997). When online gaming began getting popular in the mid-
2000s, many started playing games over the Internet. Here, instead of being in the same
physical space, gamers used the Internet to connect to each other. This trend has grown
ever since, with the introduction of platforms such as Xbox Live [Xbox.com] and Steam
[Store.Steampowered.com] that facilitate online play. It is easy and convenient to find
people to play with over the Internet.

One could argue that the intimacy when playing together in the same room has been lost.
[Jansz and Martens, 2005] conducted a study that looked at the differences between playing
computer games online and at LAN parties. It was found that having actual face-to-face
presence at something like a LAN event is more gratifying than playing games online.
In fact, there has been a trend of going back to the roots of local multiplayer games.
Games such as Wii Sports (2006), Castle Crashers (2008), TowerFall (2013), FORCED
(2013), Sportsfriends (2014) and the LEGO games (2007-) encourage gameplay where you
are located in the same physical space with other people. Even though the majority of
games and game consoles focus on online play, some games have chosen to focus on offline
multiplayer where you play together with friends in the same room. This type of games
are often called local multiplayer games or couch games.

Yowan Langlais, cofounder of Juicy Beast, the developer behind Knightmare Tower (2013),
hits the nail on the head when he describes why he prefers local multiplayer gaming:
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“ "We also prefer the social side of local multiplayer. It makes you react to
how others play the game; it also makes you exclaim yourself and laugh.
We really think the mood and ambiance while playing a local multiplayer
game is much more memorable. This is probably the reason why players
gather under the same roof to participate to all those e-sports events even
if they can be played online." - Yowan Langlais [Venturebeat.com]. ”A game that focuses solely on local play is Hidden in Plain Sight (2013). Its developer,

Adam Spragg, states:

“ "By far, the most requested item I get is adding online play. I fully realize
that it’s hard to get people together into the same room to play, and
it’s something that I’ve seriously considered. But there are two reasons
against it. [I] really feel that HIPS is a game that needs to be played in
the same room as your friends/opponents. There is a lot of bragging and
meta-gaming. If you were in a room, playing by yourself online, it just
wouldn’t have the same feel." - Adam Spragg [Indiegamerchick.com] ”A similar case is TowerFall — a game that, together with Hidden in Plain Sight, has been

a great inspiration for this project. Matt Thorson, its developer, talks about how games
are meant to bring people together. Even though it might be a better choice commercially
to focus on online play, he still sees justification of having local game experiences:

“ "Video games are just a part of normal social interaction for me ... So
it felt natural to design a game centered around same-room social play
and spectating. We’re people who grew up forming friendships around
GoldenEye and Smash Bros. Now we’re hosting parties as adults, and we
want something to play." - Matt Thorson [Venturebeat.com] ”Even though most modern games focus on online play, there are, as shown with the above

examples, still a selection of games that let players have fun together in the same physical
space [Barbagallo]. An element in local multiplayer games which is seldom seen, is players
having individual information, also known as asymmetric information. This is especially
true when the game is centred around a single screen such as in couch games.For this
reason, it is difficult to mediate information to individual players, thereby limiting what
types of gameplay that can be implemented. [Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] mention that:

“ "Asymmetric Information often leads to gameplay based on Bluffing,
Betrayal, and guessing, features that quite well describe many of the card
games based on unequal information distribution, such as Poker, as well as
other games with Bidding and Negotiation." - Bjork and Holopainen
[2004] ”2 / 71
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Since [Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] describe this as being present in many card games,
it would be interesting to investigate how this concept can translate to the world of
videogames.

1.3 Initiating Problem

In a multiplayer game centred around a single screen, in what ways can technology be used
to deliver asymmetric information to the players?
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2 State of the Art

2.1 Asymmetric Information

Before looking into available technologies, it is important to examine the theory behind
asymmetric information.

This section is based on the chapter Patterns for Information, Communication,
Presentation from the book Patterns in Game Design by [Bjork and Holopainen, 2004].
Before asymmetric information is explained, the concepts of imperfect information and
uncertainty of information will be defined.

2.1.1 Imperfect Information

[Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] define imperfect information as when "One aspect of
information about the total game situation is not fully known to a player, either the
information known is totally wrong or the accuracy of the information is limited." Players
can either lack information or have faulty information.

Lack of information is for instance used in card games where players might know which
cards are in the deck, but not which cards other players have in their hands, bringing a
strategic element to the game. Another typical use is to set up so-called gain information
goals, where for instance the player knows that he needs to find a princess, but without
knowing where the princess is. The location of the princess is therefore the imperfect
information, and finding her is the goal.

Faulty information is when a player receives incorrect information and is mostly used to
allow players to mislead or distract their opponents by setting up red herrings or bluffing.
This is for instance seen in the game poker where players are encouraged to deceive each
other.

Imperfect information is also used to create anticipation for the player by limiting the
player’s planning ability, causing him to resort to leap of faith decisions. This is called
limited foresight. Examples of this can be seen in fast-paced action games, where the speed
of the gameplay limits the players in analyzing the situation and planning ahead.

To allow replayability with imperfect information, games can avoid revealing the imperfect
information at the end of the game. This way, player strategies are not revealed, and
overlooked goals or paths might bring the player back to the game. Replayability can
also be added by having dynamic goal characteristics, which means that the imperfect
information randomly changes between game instances.

2.1.2 Uncertainty of Information

[Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] also talk about uncertainty of information and how it is
tightly connected to imperfect information. Uncertainty of information deals with the
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level of reliability of the information players possess. Depending on the manner in which
the player receives information, he cannot always trust it. Especially when the game
relies on indirect information, meaning that the direct information has been translated or
distorted (by a third party such as a person or a machine), uncertainty of information is
unavoidable.

As soon as a game gives players asymmetric information and allows them to negotiate in
some way, the game supports uncertainty of information, since [Bjork and Holopainen,
2004] state that players themselves can be an unreliable medium. This can for
instance be seen in poker, where uncertain information is mediated through social
interactions/observations between players, making body language an important factor.
Uncertain information can also be communicated through mechanics of the game, where
the game can provide players inaccurate information.

Finally, [Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] define uncertainty of information as an element that
can increase tension or encourage randomness, since the players can be forced to make
important decisions without being fully aware of the consequences.

2.1.3 Asymmetric Information

[Bjork and Holopainen, 2004] define asymmetric information as a type of information
distribution to players where "Players have different information available to them, i.e.,
some players know more than other players." In opposition to symmetric information,
asymmetric information requires that at least one of the players has imperfect information.

Asymmetric information can be balanced between players such as in poker, where each
player has imperfect information about what all the other players have in their hands.
This can also be referred to as potential symmetric information in that all players can
potentially figure out the distribution of cards by analyzing actions and events throughout
the game.

It can, however, also be unbalanced such as in the word-guessing game charades, where
one of the players knows the answer and therefore has perfect information, while the
other players need to guess the answer and therefore have imperfect information. Indirect
information is used in charades by making the player with perfect information give the
answer to the other players non-verbally, even though the answer is a written sentence.

In the example of poker, asymmetric information is used to preserve secret resources by
letting players have their cards in their hands. Asymmetric information can also be used
to distribute specific goals secretly to players such as in the board game The Resistance.
In this game, some players are secretly told that they are on the "good" team, while others
are told they are on the "evil" team. Each team has its own goals, and players reach the
goals exclusively through negotiation. This game is also an example of how asymmetric
information can be used across teams, since the "evil" team has knowledge about which
teams all players are on, while the "good" team does not.
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2.1.4 Communication Channels

To further work with asymmetric information, it is important to understand the different
channels that players can use to pass information to each other. [Bjork and Holopainen,
2004] define communication channels with the following sentence: "Communication
Channels are the medium and the methods players can use to send messages to other
players." Furthermore, they compare some different situations in which communication
channels are used: face-to-face versus mediated; synchronous versus asynchronous; and
verbal versus non-verbal.

In face-to-face situations, non-verbal communication such as gestures or facial expressions
are commonly used and allow for gameplay that relies on this. In opposition, when
communication is mediated, the players are not necessarily sharing the same physical
location. For instance, online games allow players to communicate through Voice over IP
[Compnetworking.about.com].

Synchronous communication means that there is no delay in communication, whereas
asynchronous communication means that there is a delay. Face-to-face communication
induces synchronous communication, and mediated communication induces asynchronous
communication.

Verbal communication means using a shared language for messages, while non-
verbal communication means using gestures and facial expressions through face-to-face
communication or even drawings and animations through mediated communication. [Bjork
and Holopainen, 2004] also mention that the most interesting situations happen when there
is a possibility for verbal and non-verbal communication.

2.2 Looking at Contemporary Gaming Technology

It has been chosen to look at a selection of modern hardware that can be used with the
theme of asymmetric information. Each technology will be described briefly in regards to
the following three criteria:

1. Input/output: Interaction methods — what types of input does the technology
allow for? What kinds of feedback can it deliver to its players?

2. Social: How does the technology facilitate the social experience of playing a game
between players?

3. Market penetration: How widespread is the technology?

These criteria have been chosen to asses how the different types of technology afford
multiplayer game experiences with focus on asymmetric information. As mentioned in
Section 2.1.3, asymmetric information is about players having different knowledge and
should therefore have their own piece of technology. This technology should allow for
outputs that are unique to each player.

Furthermore, it should also encourage social interactions between the players to obtain the
"couch gaming feel" as described in Section 1.2.
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Considering that each player needs their own piece of technology, it is important to look
at its market penetration. The more common a technology is, the more experience players
will presumably have with it.

After all three criteria have been examined, a general assessment will be made based on
the overall application in relation to multiplayer games centred around a single screen and
has gameplay that is based on asymmetric information.

2.2.1 Traditional Game Controllers

Since the very first game consoles were released, there has been a plethora of different
types of game controllers. That being said, they have slowly evolved into a more
conventional design with similar features and button placements. Today, the leading
console manufacturers, Microsoft, Nintendo and Sony, use controllers that more or less
provide the same options when it comes to controllers. In the following, we will take a
look at the features they have, as well as their minor differences.

Xbox 360 and PS3 Controllers

The seventh console generation [Gaming.wikia.com] provided two quite similar controllers:
the Xbox 360 and the PlayStation 3 controllers. Both include the same amount of buttons,
triggers, Eccentric Rotation Mass (ERM) motors for vibration [Precisionmicrodrives.com,
a] and analogue sticks, although their placements differ a little (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2).
Both can function either with or without a wire.

The major difference between the two is that the PlayStation 3 controller has a built-in
motion sensor, as well as pressure-sensitive face buttons [Justpushstart.com].

The successor to both controllers, the Xbox One and PlayStation 4 controllers, host similar
features with some improvements. One new addition is that the Xbox One controller,
besides the standard two vibration motors, also includes vibration in each of its two
triggers. This is supposed to give a more immersive feel, e.g. letting you feel the tires’
friction in a racing game [Precisionmicrodrives.com, b].

• Input/output: 15 digital buttons, analogue sticks, analogue triggers, motion sensor
(PS3), vibration, a low frequency motor on the left side and a high frequency motor
on the right side (Xbox 360). Can be extended with hardware such as a headset or
physical keyboard. Has four LED’s to visualize player count.

• Social: The controllers have been designed to be as easy to use as possible. All
buttons are within reach of the player’s fingers and provide tactile feedback. This
might mean that focus is moved from the controller itself to the gameplay and
possibly social interactions.

• Market penetration: Combined, the Xbox 360 and the PlayStation 3 consoles
have sold over 163.660 million units world-wide [VGChartz.com]. Each console has
been bundled with one controller. One thing to have in mind is that controllers can
be bought separately, however, the sales numbers for individual controllers are not
available. Traditional game controllers are in general quite common. For instance,
the Xbox 360 controller can be used to play games on the Xbox 360 console as well
as Windows PCs.
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Assessing The Applicability

The fact that each player has his own sets of inputs and outputs means that there is a
possibility for asymmetric information. Here, vibration, audio output, and the four LED’s
on the controller could be used to give players individual information, which can lead
to asymmetric information. Using audio output to mediate individual information might
be the least social solution, since it in most cases means that players would have to use
headsets. This can result in players being isolated from each other. However, there are
some controllers, such as the Playstation 4 controller, where speakers are built into the
controller itself. If the volume is low enough, this is also a possible way of mediating
individual information without necessarily affecting the social aspect.

The controllers facilitate many types of games. They are designed to be easy to use in
regards to their amount of buttons and the placements of them. Traditional controllers
share common conventions, although they have many different manufacturers. This makes
it easier for players to use different types of controllers without spending much time learning
how to use them. This means that traditional controllers have a great market penetration
in that the effort and time spent on learning them is minimal.

Regarding the Xbox 360 controller specifically, as it is manufactured by Microsoft, it has
Windows support in the form of the XInput interface [msdn.microsoft.com]. For this
reason, the controller can also be used in many PC games, causing it to be a popular
choice among developers and players.

Figure 2.1. Xbox 360 controller [Up-
load.wikimedia.org, b].

Figure 2.2. PS3 controller [Up-
load.wikimedia.org, a].

2.2.2 Motion Controls

Wii Remote

In 2006, Nintendo released the Wii console, together with the Wii Remote. Using motion-
sensing technology, it encourages active gameplay in the physical space.

• Input/output: The Wii Remote uses motion sensors to recognize players’ gestures.
In total it has 11 digital buttons, 1 trigger and a vibration feature. Furthermore, it
has a built-in speaker and four LED’s to visualize the player count. The controller
can also be extended and thereby provide for instance an analogue stick in the form
of the nunchuck accessory.
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• Social: The Wii encourages physical gameplay, with its motion sensor technology.
Here, the focus is on the players and their actions in the physical space. This might
motivate human interaction.

• Market penetration: With over 100 million consoles sold world-wide [VGChartz.com],
the Wii is one of the five best selling consoles on the market. For each of these sold
consoles, a Wii Remote has been bundled with it. As with the traditional game
controllers, Wii Remotes can also be bought separately.

Assessing The Applicability

For the scope of this project, the Wii Remote has potential in some areas. The possibilities
for individual outputs are good as there is both sound, vibration and LED’s to communicate
individual information to the players. Furthermore, since the Wii Remote is a motion
controller, it is implied that there is a bigger focus on the physical space, which can mean
more face-to-face interaction as described in Section 2.1.4.

PlayStation Move

PlayStation Move is similar to the Wii Remote, i.e. using motion-based gestures to control
something in a game (see Figure 2.3). However, the Move controller uses a camera, together
with a glowing sphere at the end of the controller, to detect more detailed information
compared to the Wii Remote. The glowing sphere, combined with accelerometer and
gyroscope data, gives the system an absolute location in physical space [Digitaltrends.com].

• Input/output: 8 digital buttons, 1 analogue trigger, motion sensor, vibration,
camera, glowing sphere.

• Social: Provides motion-based gestures in a physical space like the Wii Remote.
• Market penetration: According to numbers from 2012, 10.5 million controllers

have been shipped [IGN.com]. It should be noted that these cover only the numbers
of controllers shipped to retailers, not actual number of sales. Unlike the Wii Remote
that was bundled with each Wii console, the Move controller was only sold as a
separate purchase to the PlayStation 3.

Figure 2.3. PlayStation Move controller [Eurogamer.com].

Assessing The Applicability

Similar to the Wii Remote, the PlayStation Move Controller has potential for the scope of
this project. Additionally, the Move has a light sphere on top of the controller, which can be
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used for mediating information. It is, however, difficult to mediate private information this
way, since the lights are public to everyone. A game that makes use of the light sphere is
Johann Sebastian Joust (2011), where the light indicates whether you are alive or dead (see
Figure 2.4). Furthermore, the vibration function is used to mediate individual information
to certain players to tell them that they have the Traitor role [Giantbomb.com].

Figure 2.4. The lights indicate which players are alive or dead in the game Johann Sebastian
Joust [Jsjoust.com].

2.2.3 Smartphones/Tablets Used in Combination with a Main Screen

Smartphones and tablets have made a lot of technology common household items, such as
touchscreens, motion sensors and wireless communication. In a context where one screen
is the main focus, few games have used smartphones and tablets as an input device for a
game on the main screen.

• Input/output: Touchscreen, sound, vibration, motion sensors, camera, GPS,
network capabilities. Typically, they lack physical buttons.

• Social: Each player has their own device and therefore may put too much focus on
their own screen instead of other players.

• Market penetration: According to [Businessinsider.com], more than 22% of the
world’s population owns a smartphone, and more than 6% owns a tablet.

Assessing The Applicability

Despite the many technologies modern smartphones and tablets offer, there is one major
drawback in regards to games: touchscreens have poor tactile feedback in comparison to
traditional buttons. This means that traditional games work quite poorly on a touchscreen.
An example of this is Space Bugz by [Birke, 2012], where smartphones are used as
controllers to move characters around on a big screen (see Figure 2.5). Although the
idea of using a smartphone (a device many people own) to control a game on a big screen
(say, in a cinema) is interesting, the fact that you cannot feel the buttons make the game
hard to control. Oftentimes, you have to look down on the screen to see where your fingers
are placed in relation to the virtual buttons. This might affect the social experience of
playing a multiplayer game, since each player focuses too much on looking at his own
screen. A different approach is to use motion-based controls, e.g. via the accelerometer,
but this can lead to imprecise controls.
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That being said, it is still worth having in mind how popular smartphones and tablets are.
Thanks to app stores, it is easy and quick to download new games, and it typically does
not require a lot of setup time to play them.

Figure 2.5. Space Bugz uses smartphones as input to control characters on the big screen [Birke,
2012].

2.2.4 Oculus Rift

The Oculus Rift is a virtual reality headset designed for immersive gaming [Oculusvr.com,
b]. The commercial version of it is currently being developed, while a developer’s kit has
been released for developers (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 [Oculusvr.com, c].

• Input/output: Oculus Rift is a head-mounted display that immerses the player
in a virtual reality. It contains a screen that outputs visual feedback, as well as a
number of sensors that measure inputs concerning the Oculus Rift’s orientation. It
also makes use of an external camera that tracks LED’s on the Oculus Rift, adding
more possibilities for movement in a virtual world [Oculusvr.com, a].

• Social: When wearing the Oculus Rift, one is isolated from the outside world and
thereby other players. Face-to-face communication is difficult. However, the image
displayed inside the Oculus Rift can be shown on an external screen that other players
can potentially follow.

• Market penetration: The first developer’s kit of the Oculus Rift can be acquired
by anyone and has so far sold approximately 50,000 units [Theguardian.com].
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Assessing The Applicability

The Oculus Rift has some issues in regards to local multiplayer games. When players are
wearing the display, they are visually isolated from others, and therefore the social aspect
of interactions can be absent. The cords restrict the movement of players and cause players
to stand close together which is not preferable when players can’t see their surroundings
in the real world.

2.2.5 Wii U GamePad

In 2012, Nintendo released the Wii U console with the idea of asymmetric play. Every
console included a "tablet controller" called the Wii U GamePad [Nintendo.com] that can
be used as both a controller and an extra screen (see Figure 2.7).

• Input/output: The tablet controller has 17 digital buttons and two analogue sticks,
as well as a resistive touchscreen that can be used with a stylus. It includes motion
controls, two cameras, a microphone, speakers, vibration features and support for
Near Field Communcation [Gsmarena.com]. However, only two Wii U GamePads
can be used at the same time [Engadget.com] (other controllers such as the standard
Wii Remote can be used instead).

• Social: Due to the limit of how many GamePad controllers that can be used
simultaneously, other players are forced to use different controllers, such as the Wii
Remote or the Wii U Pro Controller (similar to traditional controllers). This can
potentially create unbalance in the social experience, since players don’t have the
same inputs/outputs due to the technical features of each controller.

• Market penetration: In January 2014, the Wii U has sold 5.86 million units world-
wide [Forbes.com]. The GamePad controller is bundled with each Wii U console.

Assessing The Applicability

The GamePad has a lot of different technologies that seem to have much potential for
asymmetric multiplayer games, both as input technology (e.g. touchscreen, camera and
motion sensors) and output technology (e.g. screen and vibrations). An example of this is
NintendoLand (2012) where people play using different amounts of information. Some of
the players only have access to the television screen, while the player with the GamePad
has access to the television screen and the screen on the controller. This can be used
for unbalanced asymmetric information (see Section 2.1.3). The two screens can show
different information, e.g. two different perspectives of the map in the game (see Figure
2.7). However, it can be argued that having to switch one’s attention between multiple
screens can be difficult.

The main feature is obviously the touchscreen, but another feature worth considering is
the NFC technology, which could be combined with other devices, such as smartphones.
However, all things considered, the major drawback is the fact that there is a limit of only
two GamePads being used at the same time. Also, GamePads can’t be bought separately
[Tomshardware.com].
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Figure 2.7. The Wii U GamePad can be used as both a controller and secondary screen
[Gengame.net].

2.2.6 3D Split-Screen Using Polarized Glasses

Instead of using a 3D television to display images in 3D for a single person, it is
possible to display two different 2D images on the same screen by the use of Polarized
Glasses [Mystady.com]. One of the key actors is Sony with their SimulView Technology
[Us.Playstation.com] that makes it possible for two people to play a game on a single screen
but with two different images (see Figure 2.8).

• Input/output: Has no input. Screen, which is filtered through the glasses, is the
output. The maximum number of concurrent players is two.

• Social: Even though players are centred around the same screen, they don’t
necessarily see the same image. This can be used both to stimulate a social behaviour,
or to make a distance between the players.

• Market penetration: According to [Globalpost.com], 65.59 million 3D televisions
have been shipped in 2011 and 2012 combined.

Figure 2.8. Players being shown two different images on the same screen [Us.Playstation.com].

Assessing The Applicability

The technology fits well with the idea of asymmetric information. The players look at
the same screen but are shown two different images (individual information). It is easy to
imagine how this could be used in a multiplayer context. The specific hardware needed
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is a 3D television and polarized glasses. However, due to the inherent nature of 3D,
which displays two images instead of one, there is a limit of only two people using it
simultaneously.

2.2.7 Choosing The Technology

Now that the technologies have been analyzed, it is time to compare them based on the
criteria mentioned previously. Figure 2.9 sums up the criteria for each technology, with
assessments added in the social aspect.

Figure 2.9. Criteria for each of the technologies. *Number found by taking percentage and
dividing by world population according to [Worldometers.info].

First, regarding the input/output, it is essential that the technology affords possibilities
for delivering asymmetric information. Also, the more players that can participate in the
game, the better.

Second, regarding the social aspect, the technology should be as transparent as possible,
so that the focus will be on the game itself. It is important that the technology does not
require too much attention.

Third, regarding the market penetration aspect, the technology should be something that
many people own and are thereby familiar with.

A setup consisting of multiple screens seems like a logical approach when dealing with
asymmetric information. For instance, the Wii U provides an additional screen to the
main television screen. Valve tried something similar in relation to their Steam controller
[PCGamer.com], which used to have a touchscreen like the Wii U GamePad. However,
through testing, it was found that it’s difficult for players to multitask between the
television screen and the screen on the controller itself, and that it negatively affected
the overall experience [SteamDevDays]. Therefore, Valve removed the touchscreen from
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their controller. For this project, the goal is to let players focus on one main screen, so it
has been chosen to not make use of the Wii U GamePad, since it might draw too much
attention away from the main screen. Additionally, the limitations of using a maximum of
two GamePads at the same time doesn’t fit the "couch gaming feel".

In the end, all of the technologies have potentials for gameplay with asymmetric
information. Based on the three statements above, it has been chosen to focus on the
traditional game controller, and, to scope the project, the Xbox 360 controller in particular.
It was considered to have the best balance between the chosen criteria. Many people
already have experience with traditional game controllers.

It has been difficult to find examples of games that utilize controllers to deliver asymmetric
information. It’s a topic that we want to explore with this project, since it appears to be
a novel concept rarely used before.

It might seem counter-intuitive to use a device that is meant as an input device to deliver
asymmetric information. Most of the controller’s features are made for the player to
transfer his intentions from his hands into the game, e.g. by pressing buttons (input).
As mentioned previously, the controller hosts two ERM motors that can deliver haptic
feedback. Many games use this to enhance the experience by simulating the action on the
screen, say, when shooting a gun or driving a car, where the controller vibrates to give a
more immersive feeling (aesthetic vibrations).

These vibrations can be used for other purposes. Instead of delivering purely aesthetic
feedback (that are often non-critical to the gameplay) vibrations can also be used to give
information to the player that he can then use in the game (output). Since all players have
their own controller, this allows for giving unique information to each player, even though
they are still looking at the same screen. That is why the Xbox 360 controller has been
deemed to suit this project the best.
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3 Problem Statement

How can asymmetric information be delivered to players through haptic
patterns in a game controller?

Some of the topics that need to be dealt with are: is it possible to deliver information via
controller vibrations without others noticing it? What patterns should be used? How fast
and/or efficiently can the information be communicated to players?

3.1 Target Context

Instead of having a traditional target group, it has been chosen to include a target context.
For this project, this context is couch gaming, meaning that the game would be played with
a group of people in the same physical location. The setting should be relatively casual
and not too serious. Preferably, the group of people are friends and all have considerable
experience with multiplayer games. Additionally, they should all have experience with
using traditional game controllers.

Realistically, the group would be dedicated gamers. They don’t need to be "hardcore" per
se, but they should still have somewhat considerable experiences with videogames.

In other words, the goal for the target context is to evoke the "couch gaming feel"
mentioned in Section 1.2.
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4 Analyzing and Testing Vibration
Patterns

4.1 Preliminary Experiment Using An Existing Game

Before diving deeper into the field of haptics, it’s important to investigate whether it
is even feasible to use controller vibrations as a way to deliver asymmetric information.
I.e. whether players notice their peers’ vibrations at all or not. If the vibrations are too
apparent for the players, the project might need to take a different approach. Therefore,
a preliminary test was conducted to measure how the controller vibrations were perceived
in an existing multiplayer game with four players.

It is important that the vibrations provide information that is as hidden as possible to
other players. In other words, if player A’s controller vibrates, players B, C and D should
not know about it. Obviously, it is possible to look down at player A’s controller and see
if it is vibrating, but since everybody is playing a game on the screen, this is not feasible,
because the main focus is on the action displayed on the screen. Another aspect is the
sound emitted from the controller when it vibrates. Being in a room of total silence, it is
possible to hear the vibrations. But again, this is not the case, since the context is playing
a multiplayer game with four people, presumably chatting or maybe even shouting at each
other.

The preliminary experiment was conducted using Hidden in Plain Sight, which is a local
multiplayer game about deception. Four test participants played the game, each with their
own Xbox 360 controller, for approximately one hour. Hidden in Plain Sight is a game
where the goal is to deceive the other players by blending in with a crowd of computer-
controlled characters (see Figure 4.1). The game is relatively slow-paced, but still provides
multiple game mechanics and tactics. The game takes place on a single screen where
everything is publicly visible, but since all of the characters look the same, it is possible
to hide oneself by moving in a certain pattern that simulates how computer-controlled
characters move, e.g. casually walking back and forth instead of running around in circles.

The test participants played the game as intended from the original developer. The
only difference was a simple program running in the background on the computer. At
randomly-chosen intervals ranging from 5 to 90 seconds, controllers would start vibrating
with intensities ranging from full power to little power, and for a randomly-chosen time
duration ranging from 0.1 to 2.5 seconds. To get an initial understanding of how players
react to the vibrations, relatively big values were chosen for the vibration durations and
power. Obviously, Hidden in Plain Sight isn’t designed with these vibrations in mind,
which is why it was deemed better to have high values for this initial experiment and then
tone them down in future experiments, if necessary.

Every time a player perceived a vibration, be it from his own controller or another player’s
controller, he was supposed to press a button to indicate that he noticed the vibration.
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Figure 4.1. In Hidden in Plain Sight, each player controls a ninja. However, computer-controlled
ninjas also walk around, making it possible to blend in with the crowd. The goal is
to figure out who the other players are by looking at their behaviours in the game.
[Readwrite.com].

To make everything as simple as possible, the participants only needed to press a single
button whenever they perceived any vibrations. It didn’t matter whether it was their own
controller vibrating or the persons’ sitting next to them; the button to press remained the
same.

Each time somebody pressed their button, it was logged in a text file on the computer (see
Appendix A).

Through the preliminary experiment, it was found that players seldom noticed when other
players’ controllers vibrated. Only a few times did the test participants take notice,
and when they did, this often happened close to the beginning of the game. After the
experiment, the participants were asked if they noticed their peers’ controllers vibrating.
The consensus was that they barely detected them at all.

Another thing that was discovered was that the test participants sometimes didn’t notice
vibrations in their own controller. Even though the gameplay didn’t utilize the vibration
in any meaningful way, it is a problem that needs to be dealt with. It is possible that they
didn’t notice the vibrations due to the fact that their focus was on the game itself which
didn’t use the vibrations.

It should be pointed out that the vibrations happened randomly, i.e. players didn’t have
any influence as to when their controller started vibrating. An idea would be to let the
vibrations become "on-demand", so players can activate them at will. This might solve
the problem of players not noticing their own vibrations.

4.2 Choosing Vibration Patterns

When designing vibration patterns to be used with the controller, theory behind haptic
vibrations and design guidelines are needed.

Note that in the following, the term haptics will be used to describe vibrations, although
some sources interchangeably use both haptics and tactile. It must also be noted that only
information relevant for vibrations in regards to the Xbox 360 controller will be considered.
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4.2.1 Theory

In [Stanney et al., 2004], different modalities such as visual, auditory, and haptics are
described and compared to each other. It is stated that the haptic modality is best
suited for tasks that are temporal, require attention, and require hand-eye coordination.
Haptics are also described as being well-suited for delivering information such as alerts
and warnings; private and confidential; persistent; and information that describes the
properties of an object, e.g. texture or softness. The fact that it’s well-suited for private and
confidential information makes it interesting when dealing with asymmetric information.

Since the vibrations need to be able to convey information to players, some kind of
information-coding is needed. [van Erp, 2002] explains a set of guidelines on the design of
systems using haptic vibrations. He mentions four types of information-coding: subjective
magnitude, frequency, temporal patterns, and location.

Subjective magnitude is defined by [van Erp, 2002] as being influenced by a range of
different factors. It is influenced by the amount of power applied to the vibration (also
known as the amplitude), the signal frequency of the vibration, and where on the body
the vibration is felt. It is further explained that the subjective magnitude can be used
to output different intensities, which can be used to convey differently-coded information.
Here, it is important to keep in mind that a maximum of four different intensities should
be used, since humans otherwise cannot tell the difference between intensities [van Erp,
2002].

Furthermore, the intensities should lie between the detection threshold and pain threshold.
The detection threshold refers to the lowest intensity that can be felt, while the pain
threshold refers to the highest intensity that does not inflict pain. These thresholds differ
compared to where on the body the vibrations are felt. Some of the lowest detection
thresholds are found on hands and fingers, meaning that they are some of the most sensitive
body parts.

The frequency of the vibration is described by [van Erp, 2002] as being correlated with
the subjective magnitude, meaning that different frequencies with the same amplitude will
result in different subjective magnitudes. [van Erp, 2002] also explains that in order to
make the vibration signals distinguishable from each other, a maximum of nine unique
frequency levels should be used. In addition, it is mentioned that there should be at
least 20 percent difference between the levels. In regards to the Xbox 360 controller, as
mentioned in Section 2.2.1, only two frequencies are available: a low frequency on the left
motor and a high frequency on the right motor. The amplitudes can then be regulated to
create different intensities.

[van Erp, 2002] also defines temporal patterns as being a way of coding information. For
this, it is important that the time interval between different vibration signals is at least
10 milliseconds in order to make it possible to distinguish the signals from each other.
The effect of two vibration signals being too close to each other is called temporal masking.
Other than increasing the time between two vibration signals, this effect can be avoided by
either giving each vibration signal its own location or frequency level. If the time between
signals is within 100 and 500 milliseconds, there is also a chance that temporal enhancement
will occur, causing the subjective magnitude of the second stimulus to feel stronger than
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the previous [van Erp, 2002]. Furthermore, he mentions that temporal sensitivity of the
skin is very high, making it an ideal coding type.

The last type of information-coding described by [van Erp, 2002] is coding by location.
Here, it is important that the density of actuators correlate to the spatial resolution of the
body parts that are stimulated, or else the spatial masking effect might occur. This effect
makes it difficult to tell the locations of different vibrations apart, due to the actuators
being positioned too close to each other. As with temporal masking, the problem can be
solved by either positioning the actuators further apart or by giving the vibrations different
frequency levels. Hands and fingers, for instance, have high spatial resolution, meaning
that they are ideal for having a high density of actuators and are thereby suited for more
complex-coded information. Figure 4.2 metaphorically illustrates how sensitive human
hands are. As mentioned earlier, the Xbox 360 controller has two different motors, one on
the left side, and one on the right side of the controller. This opens up the possibility of
coding by location.

Figure 4.2. Visual metaphor for how sensitive the individual body parts are. Bigger means more
sensitive [Knoche, 2014].

To make the information delivered through vibrations easy to understand, [van Erp,
2002] explains that the vibrations must be self-explanatory and composed of meaningful
components, especially if the information conveyed is complex. In order to design a system
that delivers information through vibrations without overwhelming its users, it is important
to consider how many options to deliver. [Hick, 2008] states that the amount of options a
user has for any given task is proportional to how long it will take the user to complete
that task.

4.2.2 Describing the Vibration Patterns

Based on the different types of information-coding for vibration signals, the vibration
patterns for this project can now be designed. The patterns will be designed in such a
way that each coding type can be tested independently, so it is clear exactly how well
each coding type works by itself. This means that coding types will not be combined.
Furthermore, for each vibration pattern, four variations of that pattern type will be
designed to allow different information to be delivered through the vibration patterns.
Note that any type of vibration signal will from this point forward be referred to as a
vibration pattern or simply patterns. The five patterns designed for this project are:
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• Static Intensity
• Varying Intensity
• Right-left
• Morse Code
• Interval

By using the subjective magnitude coding type, patterns can be made by utilizing different
intensity levels. The XInput interface allows setting the intensity of each of the two motors
in the controller individually, by specifying a floating point number between 0.0 and 1.0. In
the XInput reference manual this value is called speed [Msdn.Microsoft]. It was mentioned
in Section 4.2.1 that subjective magnitude is mostly influenced by frequency and amplitude.
The fact that the vibration motors in the controller are ERM motors might be the reason
as to why amplitude and frequency cannot be accessed individually [Madsen and Knudsen,
2014].

Two vibration patterns have been designed using intensity levels. One of them is a constant
intensity, dubbed static intensity, while the other is varying intensity. Both patterns use
the two motors in the controller simultaneously at the same intensity, and at a duration
of 2 seconds.

For static intensity, the vibrations occur in short bursts and only four different intensity
levels are used, since as mentioned in Section 4.2.1, people cannot recognize more than
four different intensities. This matches the fact that each vibration pattern needs four
variations, allowing one intensity level for each variation. The intensity levels are: 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, and 0.8 (see Figure 4.3).

Varying intensity uses continuous vibrations that either ascend or descend. The four
variations are: 0.0− 0.5, 0.5− 1.0, 0.5− 0.0 and 1.0− 0.5 (see Figure 4.4). Ascending and
descending vibrations were included to utilize the extra complexity that varying intensities
can bring.

Figure 4.3. Static Intensity Pattern. 100
percent corresponds to an in-
tensity of 1.0, meaning max
intensity.

Figure 4.4. Varying Intensity Pattern.
100 percent corresponds to an
intensity of 1.0, meaning max
intensity.

For the rest of the vibration patterns, which do not incorporate intensity levels for
information-coding, an intensity of 1.0 was chosen. This is due the fact that in Section 4.1,
it was concluded that players barely noticed each others’ vibrations, even at the highest
intensities. This means that no matter the intensity, keeping the information asymmetric
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(hidden) is not a problem. By using an intensity of 1.0, it will be more clear to users which
vibration is being played.

Regarding the frequency-coding type, it is not possible to isolate it from the location-coding
type, since the two motors each have their own locked frequencies (see Section 2.2.1).

A vibration pattern called right-left has been designed. It is similar to the static intensity
pattern, in that it only vibrates in short bursts of 2 seconds, the difference being that the
intensity is constant for each variation, and that the vibration is only activated in one of
the two motors at any given time. This also means that there can be no more than two
variations of this vibration pattern, meaning that the potential complexity for this pattern
alone is limited compared to the rest. It should be noted that the exact frequencies of the
two motors are not described anywhere in the programming reference for XInput, making
it unclear whether or not the two frequencies actually are 20 percent apart from each other,
as mentioned in Section 4.2.1. In addition, it is unclear whether or not spatial masking
occurs, but through observations this seemed not to be the case.

For the temporal information-coding type, two vibration patterns have been designed:
morse code and interval.

Both patterns have an interval between vibrations of 600 milliseconds, in order to avoid the
effect of temporal masking, as well as temporal enhancement. The morse code vibration
pattern has variations based on the letters "B", "C", "R" and "U" from the morse
code alphabet (see Figure 4.5). These patterns were chosen, since they use different
combinations of long and short signals, making the patterns easy to distinguish from each
other without being too simple (see Figure 4.6). It has been assumed that most people
don’t know the morse code alphabet on the top of their heads; this makes the actual letters
chosen less important. No further considerations were made in regards to the actual letters
in the morse code alphabet, since the only aspect of interest is the vibrations themselves.

Figure 4.5. Morse code table. Each letter contains a combination of signals. Dots correspond to
short signals, while dashes correspond to long signals [BBC.co.uk].

To make a vibration pattern that is self-explanatory, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1,
and not based on a language that the user has to learn first (such as morse code), the
interval pattern has been designed (see Figure 4.7). The number of vibration repetitions
corresponds to an actual number from 1-4. The advantage of this pattern is that there is a
natural mapping between the vibration and the information conveyed through the pattern.
A single vibration can be translated into the number "1", two vibrations the number "2",
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etc.

Figure 4.6. The four morse code pattern
variations, based on the letters
"B", "R", "C" and "U" from
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.7. Interval pattern, ranging from
1-4 vibration repetitions.

Before these patterns can be tested and compared to each other in an experiment, a
list of criteria must be made in order to pinpoint what aspects are important to deliver
asymmetric information.

4.2.3 Criteria for the Vibration Patterns

Through observations, mainly from the preliminary experiment mentioned in Section 4.1,
important aspects of the vibrations were noticed. From this, a list of criteria has been
made. These are:

• Speed
• Complexity
• Concealment
• Difficulty

Speed refers to the users’ reaction times, which is important in order to see how fast people
react. Here, both their perceived speed as well as their actual speed is necessary. This will
be measured by asking how fast people think their reaction times were, as well as logging
how long it actually takes for them to press a button from the time the vibration ends.

Complexity investigates how complex information a user believes the pattern can deliver.
This criteria is relevant for getting a rough idea of how many possibilities each pattern has
for delivering different information to the users.

Concealment describes how much users were aware and distracted of each others’
vibrations, for the purpose of indicating whether or not the patterns can be used to deliver
asymmetric information. This requires that several users are positioned close to each other
in the experiment. For this criteria, users will be given two questions, asking how aware
and how distracted they were.

Difficulty describes how correct the users’ answers are, while also measuring their reaction
times. As mentioned in the speed criteria, users will have to press a button when perceiving
a vibration pattern. To measure their comprehension of the pattern, the experiment will
have multiple buttons that each correspond to a pattern variation, requiring the users to
press the correct button. The difficulty of each pattern will include how difficult users
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think the vibration pattern was, how correct their button presses actually were, as well as
their reaction times.

With this list of criteria, the different vibration patterns are now ready to be examined
further through an experiment.

4.3 Controller Experiment

For this project, two experiments were conducted. The first looks at how the controller
vibrations work in a neutral context, while the second looks at vibrations in the game that
was developed during the project. This chapter solely deals with the controller experiment.
The game experiment will be discussed in Chapter 6.

4.3.1 The Controller Setup

The purpose of the controller experiment was to test the five different vibration patterns
across the criteria mentioned in Section 4.2.3. These patterns are:

• Static Intensity
• Varying Intensity
• Right-left
• Morse Code
• Interval

A test session consisted of four participants, each with their own Xbox 360 controller.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the setup. In total, 32 test participants took part in the experiment.

Figure 4.8. Four people sat beside each other, each with their own controller.

For each of the five vibration patterns, four variations were made (except for the right-left
pattern, which only had two). Each of the variations corresponded to one of the buttons on
the controller (A, B, X, Y). As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, there is a relationship between
the time it takes to react and the number of choices at one’s disposal. To isolate the
influence of this, it was chosen to let the number of button options be a blocking factor.
A block design makes it possible to hold certain factors constant, i.e. factors that are not
of primary interest [Stenholt, 2013]. In this case, the number of buttons are held constant
(A, B, X, Y). Even in the right-left pattern, it was chosen to use two buttons for each of
the sides (see Figure 4.10).
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During the experiment, the participants were introduced to each of the patterns, one at a
time. Their task was to recognize a specific variation by pressing the correct button. To
help the participants understand this concept, they were shown pieces of papers describing
what buttons to press. Figure 4.9 illustrates this. For instance, if they felt a vibration of
static intensity 60%, they should press the X button on their controller. The participants
always knew what pattern they were supposed to be "listening" for; only the variations
were random.

Figure 4.9. Before the experiment, the participants were introduced to the patterns and their
variations. Four buttons on the controller were mapped to the four variations.

Figure 4.10. The right-left pattern. Note that two buttons can be used for each variation.

Before the experiment began, the participants had a chance to try out the five patterns
and their four variations to get a common reference point. Each combination was repeated
twice, to make sure that everybody understood the vibrations.

For each of the five patterns (static intensity, varying intensity, right-left, morse code,
interval), the participants were shown 10 instances of the four variations (A, B, X, Y)
with the reference papers, and 10 instances without the reference papers. This was done
to test whether the five different vibration patterns were recognizable with and without
a reference paper. The variations were chosen randomly. It was performed as a double-
blind test to eliminate bias both from the test participant and the test facilitator [Crawley,
2005]. Each time a test participant pressed a button, data was logged to a text file. This
included reaction time and whether or not the button press was correct.

Afterwards, the participants answered a short questionnaire (see Appendix B). In the next
section, the data from the log and the questionnaire will be discussed and analyzed.
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4.3.2 Analyzing the Data

As mentioned, the participants were tested both with and without a reference paper. When
looking at the data, there are only minor differences between the results with and without
the papers. Because of this, it has been chosen to only look at the data without the
reference paper, to make data analysis simpler.

The test participants were asked to rate themselves via several statements. Their answers
covered the four different criteria mentioned in Section 4.2.3, based on a Likert scale from
1-5 [Rogers et al., 2011], where 1 is Strongly disagree and 5 is Strongly agree.

Note that all graphs in the following are based on averages.

Reaction Times

The test participants’ reaction times were logged for all five different vibration patterns.
Each of the vibrations had a certain duration (see Figure 4.11). Even though it was possible
for the participants to press a button before the vibration ended, it has been chosen to
subtract the vibration durations from the reaction times. An example could be the static
intensity pattern that lasts for 2 seconds: if a test participant waits for the full duration
of the vibration, and then presses the button after a total of 3 seconds, his reaction time
would be 3− 2 seconds = 1 second.

Figure 4.11. The duration of the five vibrations, which are then subtracted from the logged
reaction times.

Figure 4.12 illustrates how much time lasts from the moment that the vibration stops to
the point where the participants react. For instance, it can be seen that the participants
spent approximately 1.2 seconds to react to the varying intensity pattern, while they only
spent 0.1 seconds to react to the interval pattern. Also, it should be noted that the right-
left reaction times are negative. This happened because the test participants, in average,
pressed one of the buttons before the vibrations ended.

Figure 4.12 further shows that the data follows the Hick-Hyman law mentioned in Section
4.2.1: that the rate of gain of information has a linear relationship with time. Put
differently, the more information held in each of the vibration patterns, the longer the
reaction times seem to be. E.g the interval pattern holds discrete information (full power
with a small pause, either one, two, three of four times), while the varying intensity pattern
holds continuous information in the form of gradually increasing/decreasing the vibration’s
power. The first clearly has faster reaction times than the latter.

Also, it should be noted that the right-left pattern is quite simple (either the right motor
is turned fully on OR the left motor is turned fully on), which yields very fast reaction
times. However, the information that can be delivered through this pattern is limited
in comparison to the other patterns. One would need to combine the right-left pattern
with something else, say, the varying intensity or the intervals, to be able to deliver more
complex information.
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Figure 4.12. Reaction times in seconds, minus the vibration durations. The reaction time of
right-left is negative due to fact of the test participants pressed one of the buttons
before the vibration ended.

Accuracy

When looking at the number of correct answers, two vibration patterns stand out to be
near perfect. As seen in Figure 4.13, there are almost no errors in pressing the correct
button in the right-left pattern and the interval pattern. This is interesting, because
the same two patterns have the fastest reactions times as well. It should be noted that
the right-left pattern can only deliver binary information, while the interval pattern in
theory can deliver as much information as needed by increasing the number of intervals,
e.g. having seven repetitions instead of four (within the limits of human working memory
[Miller, 1956]).

In the questionnaire, the test participants were asked: How experienced are you with using
a traditional game controller? The scale went from 1 (Not at all experienced) to 7 (Very
experienced). When comparing this data with the reaction times (Figure 4.14), there
appears to be a relationship between the participants’ self-proclaimed experience and their
reaction times. In general, the more experience they had, the faster their reaction times
were. Only the interval pattern seems to be fairly consistent, while the right-left pattern
has a bell shape with the two extremes (experience level 1 and 7) being almost identical.

The biggest jump appears to be the static intensity pattern, which is fairly consistent
throughout most of the experience levels, but at level 7 it takes a big dip, going from +0.5
seconds to -0.1 seconds. That being said, in average it has a reaction time of 0.57 seconds.
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Figure 4.13. Number of correct button presses for each of the patterns. The more towards 1 on
the scale, the more correct presses.

Figure 4.14. The participants answered how much experience they had with a traditional game
controller (TGC) on a scale from 1-7.
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Secrecy and Distractions

To investigate if the vibrations were concealed, so that the participants weren’t aware
or distracted by each other’s vibrations, they were asked to rate themselves via two
statements: I was aware of the other test participants’ vibrations and I was distracted by
other test participants’ vibrations. Figure 4.15 shows two bars for each vibration pattern.
The blue bars show the test participants’ average awareness of the others’ vibrations, and
the green bars show their distraction levels. It appears that the test participants generally
weren’t concerned with each other’s vibrations.

Figure 4.15. The test participants’ perception of how aware and distracted they were of other
test participants’ vibrations. Blue shows how aware they were, green shows how
distracted they felt. High values mean more awareness/distraction.

Performance

For measuring the speed of the vibrations, the test participants were asked for their opinion
on the statement: I felt like my reaction time was fast. The results are shown in Figure
4.16. Their perception of speed correlates well with how they actually performed, as shown
in Figure 4.12. The right-left and interval patterns appear to have the fastest reaction
times, while the morse code and varying intensity patterns seem have the slowest

To determine the perceived difficulty of each vibration pattern, the test participants were
asked to grade themselves on the statement I think it was easy to understand this vibration
type. Figure 4.17 shows that the two easiest were the right-left and interval patterns,
whereas the static intensity, varying intensity and morse code patterns all were perceived
to be relatively difficult.

When comparing the data from Figure 4.17 to Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.12, a correlation
can be seen, as they all show that the right-left and interval patterns are the quickest,
easiest, and have the highest percentage of correct button presses. On the contrary, the
varying intensity and morse code patterns are consistently being positioned in the other
end of the scale, i.e. being slower and more difficult.

To see how the test participants felt about the complexity of the vibration patterns, they
were asked to rate themselves on the statement I felt like this vibration type can be used
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Figure 4.16. The test participants’ perception of how quick their reaction times were.

to deliver complex information. Figure 4.18 shows unexpected results, as the right-left
and interval patterns are perceived as the most complex, even though they are the two
containing the least information and possess the highest number of correct button presses
(Figure 4.13) and have the quickest reaction times (Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.17. Perceived difficulty of the vibration patterns.

Therefore, one could imagine that the test participants might have misunderstood the
question about complexity. A possible explanation could be that the participants thought
that it would be possible to combine multiple vibration patterns to deliver more complex
information, e.g. by combining the right-left pattern with the varying intensity pattern.
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Figure 4.18. The test participants’ perception of how complex the different vibration types were.

4.3.3 Conclusion on the Controller Experiment

Using the data gathered from the questionnaires and logs, it is now possible to rank the
vibration patterns in relation to each other. The ranks will be based on the following
criteria:

• Speed: perceived reaction time (questionnaire) + reaction time (data log)
• Complexity: perceived complexity (questionnaire)
• Concealment: perceived awareness (questionnaire) + distractions (questionnaire)
• Difficulty: perceived difficulty (questionnaire) + reaction time (data log) + number

of correct button presses (data log)

Note that some of them only contain data from the questionnaires, while others use data
from the questionnaires as well as the logs. When this is the case, both have contributed
equally to the results.

The patterns are ranked from 1 to 5, where number 1 is the fastest, easiest, most concealed
and least complex. Contrary, number 5 is the slowest, hardest, least concealed and most
complex. Figure 4.19 gives an overview of the results.

Figure 4.19. Ranking each vibration type based on the chosen criteria. *Complexity has been
disregarded, since it appears that the test participants misunderstood the question.

The ranking system was chosen to provide a clear overview of the strengths and weaknesses
of each vibration pattern. It shouldn’t be regarded as the definitive truth, but looked
as an instance with the specific context and criteria chosen for this project. Note that
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the Complexity data has been disregarded, since it appeared that the test participants
misunderstood the question.

Furthermore, the vibration patterns can be divided into three groups, as shown in Figure
4.20. These groups are based on the total results gained from the ranking scores. The first
group holds the right-left and interval patterns, since they in general received high scores.
Group 2 contains the static intensity and morse code patterns; and the last group has the
varying intensity pattern, because it had the lowest overall scores.

Figure 4.20. The five vibration patterns have been divided into three groups, based on their
overall scores.

It could be argued that the three groups apply to different types of environments. Group
1 appears to be best suited for fast-paced environments. Here, reaction time and difficulty
are low. However, the right-left pattern scored low in the concealment category. Due to
the pattern’s simplicity, it might make it easier to have attention on the others’ controllers
and their vibrations, thereby making concealment harder.

Group 2 consists of the static intensity and morse code patterns, which neither scored the
best nor worst in any of the categories. This group might be suited for environments with
slow to mid pace.

Group 3 contains the varying intensity pattern that scored low in two of the categories.
It also ranked high in the complexity category, but as noted previously, this category has
been disregarded. This group might be suited for environments that are slower paced.

4.4 Additional Problem Statement

Obviously, the rankings and groups depend on the given context. While some of the
patterns might work well in one context, they might work less well in others.

To further investigate, it has been chosen to develop a game as an example of one such
context. An additional problem statement has been added to the project:

How can one of the vibration patterns be used as an integral part of a local
multiplayer game?
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5 Applying Vibration Patterns in a
Multiplayer Game

The controller experiment investigated the five vibration patterns mentioned in Section
4.2.2. However, the experiment was conducted in a neutral context, in order to achieve
context-independent results that could in theory be used for multiple types of applications.

Looking at the results, it has been decided to make further investigations by using a
multiplayer game as the context. For this project, it was chosen to develop a fast-
paced action platforming game. Having Figure 4.20 in mind, it was hypothesized that
the vibration patterns that fit the pacing of an action game best would be either the
right-left pattern or the interval pattern. The right-left pattern is superior in both speed
and difficulty, but lacks in concealing the vibrations. It also has some limitations in how
much information it can deliver. On the other hand, there is the interval pattern, which
is superior in concealment and closely follows the lead in both speed and difficulty.

To scope the project, it was chosen to only look at a single pattern. Consequently, the
interval pattern was deemed to be adequate for delivering asymmetric information in a
fast-paced multiplayer game. In the future, it might be possible to look at other patterns
or even combinations of them, but for now, only the interval pattern will be utilized for
this specific multiplayer game.

This chapter explains the process of developing said game and how the knowledge gained
from the previous experiments informed the game’s design. The game ended up being
Flow Hunters (see Figure 5.1).

5.1 Designing the Game

As written in Section 1.3, the goal was to develop a multiplayer game centred around
a single screen. Furthermore, the game should emphasize the possibility to deliver
asymmetric information through the interval vibration pattern. Flow Hunters is an arena-
based game where two to four players compete against each other by completing various
missions to gain "flow points".

The missions are delivered through the interval vibrations. They tell the players what
to do, e.g kill somebody. Likewise, a target list is available through the same vibration
pattern and tell players to whom/what they should do their mission, e.g. that they should
kill the red player.

As learned from the preliminary experiment, players should have freedom to choose when
they want to receive their missions/targets. Therefore, they decide themselves when they
want to receive the vibrations by pressing up or down on the controller’s D-pad (see Figure
5.2). By pressing up, players receive their mission, and by pressing down they receive their
target. All missions have targets, so it is necessary to use both. However, it is not possible
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Figure 5.1. Flow Hunters is an arena-based game where players strive to complete one of four
missions: killing a player; defending a player; charging a zone; delivering intel.

to receive two patterns at the same time, so players have to wait for one pattern to finish
before listening for the next.

Figure 5.2. When a player completes a mission, a tooltip reminds him that he should press press
up and down on the D-pad.

The game includes a total of four different missions, each delivered through vibrations:

• Kill PLAYER
• Defend PLAYER
• Stay in ZONE
• Move intel to BASE

To help indicate what each of the interval vibrations mean, a graphical interface has
been implemented in the top and bottom of the screen. The upper shows a list of the
available missions (Figure 5.3), whereas the lower shows the available targets (Figure
5.4). Additionally, each interface contain small white circles that indicate the number of
vibration repetitions (1-4).
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For instance, if a player presses up on the D-pad and receives two vibrations, he needs
to complete the mission located at the label with two circles. If he then presses down on
the D-pad and receives three vibrations, he knows that his target is the player with the
corresponding color. In the case of Figure 5.1, receiving mission number two and target
number three can be translated into having the Kill mission with the Green target. In
other words, his goal is to kill the green player. Depending on the mission, the target
can also be an object instead of a player, e.g. the Intel mission is about stealing an intel.
Depending on the color of the target, the player should deliver the intel to either the green
computer terminal or the red computer terminal. The missions are shuffled from round to
round, meaning that they don’t have the same vibration pattern each time.

Figure 5.3. The upper interface shows the available missions. The white circles located beneath
each mission indicate the number of repetitions of the vibration.

Figure 5.4. The lower interface shows the available targets. The white circles located beneath
each target indicate the number of repetitions of the vibration.

The interfaces have been placed in the top and the bottom of the screen to create a natural
mapping from controller to screen. Pressing up on the D-pad requires the player to look
at the top of the screen; pressing down requires to look at the bottom of the screen.

Flow Hunters was created with the theory from Section 2.1 in mind. As players receive
individual information throughout the game, there is a big focus on both imperfect
information and asymmetric information. For instance, the players can see the entire
playing field, as well as the other players, but their missions and targets are kept hidden
from each other. Everything but players’ missions is public information. This opens up
for the possibility of faulty information and uncertainty of information, in the sense that
players can trick each other into thinking that they have one specific mission, while in fact
they have a completely different mission. This also means that the consequences of player
actions become more unpredictable, as players can’t plan ahead (limited foresight).
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6 Game Experiment

To test the efficiency of delivering asymmetric information through vibrations in Flow
Hunters, a second experiment was conducted. The following explains the setup of the
experiment and provides an analysis of the findings that will then be concluded upon.

6.1 The Game Setup

The experiment was conducted using the game developed for the experiment. To get an
authentic setting for the experiment, four participants were tested at a time in order to
capture the "couch gaming feel". The participants were seated side by side in a couch in
front of a projection screen (see Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). It was set up in such a way
as to provide a relaxed experience, giving opportunity for interaction between the test
participants. The experiment was conducted on a total of 32 participants, all students at
Aalborg University. The experiment was controlled and run by two test facilitators.

Figure 6.1. In total, 32 test participants played the game. Each session consisted of four players.

The experiment consisted of three stages:

1. Explaining the game
2. Playing the game
3. Questionnaire and semi-structured discussion

In the first stage, the test participants were instructed on how the experiment was to be
conducted as well as given a general introduction to the game’s controls and objectives. An
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in-game tutorial gave the test participants a feel of how the vibration patterns would deliver
information. This was to eliminate potential confusion and prepare the participants of what
to expect. As in the controller experiment described in Section 4.3, it was important that
everybody got a common reference point about the vibrations.

In the second stage, the test participants played through two rounds of the game,
each having a duration of 200 seconds. The duration of the rounds was set to give
the participants a chance to explore the game’s mechanics. During each round, the
test facilitators retreated to the back of the room and observed and took notes of the
participants’ interactions with each other. The facilitators would only interfere if technical
problems occurred that would disrupt the gameplay.

Figure 6.2. Test participants playing the
game.

Figure 6.3. Test participants playing the
game.

In stage three, after having played the game, the participants were asked to answer a
questionnaire investigating their experience with the vibrations in the game (see Appendix
C). To get a deeper understanding of the participants’ experience, a semi-structured
discussion was conducted. Here, the facilitator would open with a set of questions to
start a discussion among the participants, where they could speak freely and give feedback
in regards to the vibrations, the game and its mechanics.

Besides the notes taken by the facilitators, the game also logged data to a text file. This
data consists of the number of times a player pressed to either receive his mission type or
his target (D-pad up or D-pad down). Whenever either button was pressed, the time since
the player received his current mission was logged. For instance, when a player receives
his mission, he presumably presses the buttons to learn about his current mission type
and target. Time would then be logged as e.g. 1.6 seconds. Then, later, if he forgets the
mission and wants to get it repeated, he can press again and hear it a second time. Then,
a new time would be logged, e.g. 23 seconds. Players can repeat this as many times as
they need to. Furthermore, it logged how many missions each player completed prior to a
button press.

This occurred for all the players throughout the game.

6.2 Analyzing the Data

To clarify if the concept of delivering asymmetric information through vibrations is feasible
in a gaming context, the interval vibration pattern was tested in the fast-paced game Flow
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Hunters, for investigating to which degree it can be adapted. This experiment has been
designed to see if a correlation occurs between the data from the previous neutral controller
experiment and this game-based experiment. Each of the criteria listed in Section 4.2.3
will also be evaluated for their performance in this experiment. The evaluation will be
based on a questionnaire, which is answered through Likert scales. The test participants
were asked to give a grade between 1 and 5 where 1 corresponds to Strongly disagree and
5 corresponds to Strongly agree. Note that in this section, the word vibration will refer to
the interval vibration pattern.

Note that all graphs in the following are based on averages.

Regarding the concealment of the vibrations, participants were asked to rate themselves
with the following statements: I was not distracted by the other test participants’ vibrations
and I was not aware of the other test participants’ vibrations. The results are shown in
Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4. Perception of awareness and distractions. Both almost have a perfect score. This
indicates that the vibration pattern can be used to deliver asymmetric information.

It seems like, in average, the participants were neither aware nor distracted by each others’
vibrations. This concludes that the interval vibration pattern can be utilized to deliver
asymmetric information to players.

To investigate whether or not the test participants felt like they could tell the vibrations
apart from each other, they were asked to rate themselves on the statement I think the
vibrations were easy to distinguish from each other. The results are shown in Figure 6.5.

It appears as if the participants had a good understanding, indicating that the vibration
patterns are easy enough to understand independently of how much experience participants
had with game controllers. All participants graded their understandings above 3, and
participants with more experience using a game controller rated themselves a little higher.
Figure 6.6 further proves that participants felt that they understood the vibrations the
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Figure 6.5. It can be seen that all players in general understood the vibration pattern
independently of their experience with a game controller. Note that none of the
participants rated their experience level as 2.

first time they received them.

Figure 6.6. In general, the test participants seemed able to decode the vibration types fairly
easy.

In order to further support the statements made by the participants in the questionnaire,
the amount of times the players pressed buttons on the controller to receive missions has
been logged. The results can be seen in Figure 6.7.

On average, each mission type and target is pressed about two times. The mission that
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Figure 6.7. Amount of times players pressed to receive information about their mission type and
target. The mission type and target that together received the highest number of
button presses is the intel mission, and the lowest is the defend mission.

has received most button presses is the intel mission, and the lowest is the defend mission.
Since players do not need to feel the vibrations more than twice on average, they seem to
be able to decode the vibrations at a high success rate.

Finally, it was important to examine how long it took players to react (by pressing either
D-pad up or D-pad down) when receiving new missions. This was logged and can be seen
in Figure 6.8. It should be noted that the first mission players receive is excluded, since
the game has not begun at that point. Furthermore, the number on top of each bar shows
how many players have completed the amount of missions shown on the X-axis.

By looking at the trend line in Figure 6.8, it can be seen that players press on the D-Pad to
receive their mission type or target faster over the count of missions they have completed
beforehand. This indicates that people get better at using the system the more they utilize
it.

6.3 Concluding on the Game Experiment

As a preliminary experiment, an experiment in a neutral context, and an experiment in
a gaming context have been conducted and analyzed, a conclusion between them can be
made.

When referring to findings in the controller experiment, it should be noted that it is only
in regards to the vibration pattern interval, which was chosen for further investigations.

One of the criteria for the vibration was its concealment. This was tested in both the
preliminary experiment, controller experiment, and also the game experiment. In the
preliminary and game experiment, the data pointed towards the players not noticing
each others’ vibrations, thereby allowing for asymmetric information. In the controller
experiment, the results showed players being more aware and distracted by each others’
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Figure 6.8. Time spent reacting on new missions. On the X-axis, the graph shows how many
missions players have completed. The Y-axis shows how many seconds it has taken
them to react. The number on top of each bar shows how many times players have
completed the amount of missions shown on the X-Axis. The orange dotted line is
a trend line.

vibrations, even though there were no major differences. See Figure 4.15 and Figure 6.4
for comparison. Note that the figures show the data inverse to each other.

For the players to be able to understand the coded information given to them, the
vibrations need to be distinguishable from one another to avoid temporal masking (see
Section 4.2.1). From the controller experiment, it can be seen in Figure 4.13 that the
interval vibration pattern received an almost perfect score, thereby indicating that it was
possible to distinguish its vibrations. The test participants in the game experiment were
asked to state if they could perceive the vibrations individually (see Figure 6.5). It can
be concluded that they did not seem to have a problem telling them apart, even when
measured up against the assessment of their experience with a traditional game controller.

To see if the test participants understood what the vibrations they received meant, they
were asked in the controller experiment to assess the difficulty of the vibrations. In Figure
4.17, it can be seen that interval received a high score, meaning the participants did not
think of it as difficult to understand. Furthermore, in the game experiment, the test
participants were asked if they understood what the vibrations meant the first time they
were presented to them. The results in Figure 6.6 show a high understanding rate of the
vibrations in general.

In extension of understanding a vibration, a reaction is required by the test participants.
For the controller experiment, the pure reaction time is looked into. Figure 4.12 illustrates
the fact that players can recognize the pattern of interval and react to it just as the
vibration ends. This gives an average reaction time of just over 2 seconds, from the start
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of the vibration. When compared with Figure 4.13, it can further be said that participants
knew exactly which of the variations of the pattern it was.

For the game experiment, it was logged how long it took the players to press to receive
the vibration pattern for a new mission the first time. Figure 6.8 gives an overview of
how long it took over the course of having completed a different number of missions. It
can be seen that players reduce the time it takes to react and thereby show improvement
as they complete more missions. On average, it takes the players just under 5 seconds to
react to receiving a new mission, which is about 150 percent slower than in the controller
experiment. This might be due to the fact that in the game experiment, the player is
exposed to more information and thereby cannot solely concentrate on this aspect.

Overall, there seems to be a correlation between the findings of the controller experiment
and the game experiment. The only outlier is the reaction speed, which could have been
expected with the additional information added when put in a game. It should be noted
again that these findings only apply to the instance of this report and have not been tested
on other games than Flow Hunters.
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7 Conclusion

When talking about multiplayer games, couch games have a special "feeling" that is hard
to capture when playing online. Being located in the same physical room with a group of
friends provides unique and personal experiences. Even with the rise of online gaming, a
trend of local multiplayer games has been found.

This project set out to study the field of asymmetric information in local multiplayer
games. Many different types of technologies exist that can be used for this purpose, such
as the Wii U GamePad, smartphones/tablets, and 3D split-screens using polarized glasses.
Unfortunately, many of them have limitations in terms of social play, since they isolate
players by making them focus too much on their own devices. Many of the technologies
fit less well with the core concept behind couch games: that all players should have focus
on one main screen.

Through analysis of each technology, it was found that the traditional game controller
provides the most interesting options in regards to asymmetric information, by the use
of vibrations. Additionally, the use of vibrations to deliver non-aesthetical information
appears to be something rarely used in games.

To investigate the possibilities of delivering meaningful information through vibrations, a
controller-based experiment was conducted in order to determine how the test participants
perceived the vibrations. The experiment was conducted in a neutral context, meaning
that it only investigated the capabilities of the controller without any game. Participants
felt five different vibration patterns, each with four additional variations. From these
vibration patterns, they were tasked with guessing what vibration they felt, in order to
determine their understanding of the vibrations. Based on the participants’ prowess and
each pattern’s speed, complexity, concealment and difficulty, the vibration patterns were
ranked accordingly.

By analyzing the five vibration patterns, it was argued that the interval pattern provides
the best opportunities for a fast-paced action platforming game. To test this hypothesis, a
game called Flow Hunters was developed. It uses vibrations to delegate missions out to the
four players. The use of asymmetric information through vibrations encourages deceptive
gameplay where players compete to not only complete their own missions, but also hinder
the other players in doing so by outsmarting them.

Through a gaming-based experiment, it was showed that a correlation between the findings
of the controller experiment and game experiment exists. Each of the criteria that the
interval pattern was based on, had a somewhat corresponding score when put in the
game. Only the speed was shown to have a different outcome as the actual reaction time
was prolonged by about 150 percent from the controller experiment. Other than this,
a consistency in the findings between the experiments was found to be strong. For the
game Flow Hunters, it can be said that vibrations work well as a medium for delivering
asymmetric information to players.
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7.1 Discussion and Future Work

Examine whether all of the vibration findings can be applied to Flow Hunters and other games

Of the five different vibration patterns designed and tested in this report, only the interval
pattern was tested in a gaming context. To get a complete overview of how all patterns
would work in Flow Hunters, they should all be tested within the game. Furthermore, to
get a realistic overview of how the patterns work in different game genres, more games
with focus on delivering asymmetric information could be developed and tested with the
vibration patterns.

Use other patterns or combine patterns to deliver more complex information

To improve the number of possible vibration patterns, the patterns could be combined
e.g. having the interval pattern combined with the static intensity pattern. This would
possibly make the patterns more describing of e.g. the mission they represent.

Using new controller technologies

The Xbox One controller has introduced enhanced vibration capabilities in the form
of triggers that provide haptic feedback. Additionally, Valve is going to release a
Steam controller that includes two programmable trackpads that use dual linear resonant
actuators to allow for a wider range of force and vibrations. According to Valve, this gives
more precise haptic capabilities compared to other controllers [PCGamer.com]. This might
be something worth looking into in the future.

Provide options to change speed/duration of the vibrations

When testing the game, multiple participants mentioned that the vibration patterns were
too slow i.e. they felt that they waited for too long every time they pressed the buttons to
feel the vibrations. A possible solution to this would be to let the players themselves decide
the speed and duration of the vibration patterns. This would obviously require changing
an overall speed and duration variable for all players, so that no one has the upper hand
by receiving their vibrations faster than others.

Let players be able to design their own vibration patterns

Obviously, there has to be some rules in order to balance the game, e.g. it would be unfair
if one player has vibrations that are faster than others.

Interfaces to describe the patterns could be changed/enhanced

The interfaces underwent a few changes throughout the project. However, even more
testing could be conducted in order to make them more usable.

Test participants demanded more player-to-player interactions

Regarding the game itself, many test participants mentioned that they spent too much
time in their own world trying to complete their own missions without noticing the other
players. Therefore, there should be more opportunities for player-to-player interaction in
the game such as being able to push each others, dodge shots, steal intel, communicate
through vibrations, etc.
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The mission system could easily be extended with more missions

Due to time constraints, it was chosen to only implement four, but in theory, the game could
have more missions. The idea is that there will always only be four missions available in
one round, but these can change between rounds. Missions do not have to be very serious.
Some ideas include "don’t use the jump button"; "kill a specific player with a specific
weapon"; "collect precise number of flow points"; "commit suicide by doing X"; "don’t
move for 10 seconds"; "make the other players follow you for 10 seconds", etc.

Spend more time on balancing the missions and make them easier to understand

The missions have intentionally been designed to focus on different aspects. The kill
mission and defend mission focus on player-to-player interactions, while the intel mission
focuses on props in the game, and the zone mission focuses on the game’s environment. It
appears that the last two missions were more difficult to understand for players. Further
testing could improve the overall balance of the missions.
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Hidden in Plain Sight  summarized data

Ninja party (FFA, RB button used):
8 spotted others
3 didn't see their own

Catch a thief (teams, RB button used):
1 spotted others
1 didn't see their own

Death race (FFA, B button used):
1 spotted others
7 didn't see their own

Knights vs ninjas (Teams, B button used):
1 spotted others
9 didn't see their own



Ninja Party
FFA

8 spotted another
3 didn't see their own

101020: P2 rumbles for 0.962842 s with Power = (0.4484126; 0.3956576)
101021: ***P2 pressed***
101022: P3 rumbles for 0.984837 s with Power = (0.4640767; 0.9346438)
101023: ***P3 pressed***
101027: P0 rumbles for 1.433777 s with Power = (0.8359521; 0.9692548)
101027: P1 rumbles for 0.251355 s with Power = (0.429095; 0.3608538)
101028: ***P0 pressed***
101028: ***P1 pressed***
101042: P3 rumbles for 0.4127753 s with Power = (0.1874125; 0.5501295)
101043: ***P3 pressed***
101057: ***P0 pressed***
101104: P3 rumbles for 1.052471 s with Power = (0.1748416; 0.1779604)

A Hidden in Plain Sight Test With
Vibrations
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101105: ***P3 pressed***
101109: P1 rumbles for 1.945532 s with Power = (0.2630686; 0.2402743)
101111: ***P1 pressed***
101132: P0 rumbles for 1.496271 s with Power = (0.9257205; 0.2776997)
101133: ***P0 pressed***
101135: P2 rumbles for 1.61986 s with Power = (0.2288924; 0.8138047)
101136: ***P2 pressed***
101137: ***P2 pressed***
101146: ***P1 pressed*** 
101153: ***P0 pressed***
101153: P3 rumbles for 0.5820225 s with Power = (0.8243219; 0.4909202)
101157: P2 rumbles for 0.7661593 s with Power = (0.1969449; 0.5451412)
101157: ***P2 pressed***
101207: ***P0 pressed***
101212: P0 rumbles for 2.242331 s with Power = (0.9852783; 0.4169593)
101212: ***P0 pressed***
101213: ***P0 pressed***
101222: P1 rumbles for 1.71999 s with Power = (0.9479252; 0.4636161)
101224: ***P1 pressed***
101233: P0 rumbles for 2.039836 s with Power = (0.2070576; 0.5188217)
101234: ***P0 pressed***
101235: ***P0 pressed***
101248: P3 rumbles for 0.1139627 s with Power = (0.2890083; 0.4209199)
101249: ***P3 pressed***
101256: P1 rumbles for 0.8381924 s with Power = (0.6659026; 0.1807978)
101307: P0 rumbles for 1.918098 s with Power = (0.4519665; 0.4660794)
101308: P2 rumbles for 0.6011322 s with Power = (0.8972753; 0.6199009)
101309: ***P2 pressed***
101309: ***P0 pressed***
101318: ***P1 pressed***
101329: ***P2 pressed***
101345: ***P0 pressed***
101351: P1 rumbles for 1.1759 s with Power = (0.8941395; 0.1833388)
101352: ***P1 pressed***
101356: ***P2 pressed***
101407: P0 rumbles for 2.166312 s with Power = (0.7033964; 0.6371178)
101407: ***P0 pressed***
101408: P3 rumbles for 2.479678 s with Power = (0.7581055; 0.7394005)
101409: ***P3 pressed***
101409: ***P3 pressed***
101409: ***P0 pressed***
101422: P0 rumbles for 2.101812 s with Power = (0.4975639; 0.4709794)
101423: ***P0 pressed***
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101437: P2 rumbles for 2.036705 s with Power = (0.7727949; 0.8487378)
101438: ***P2 pressed***
101439: ***P2 pressed***
101440: ***P0 pressed***
101443: ***P1 pressed*** 
101509: P1 rumbles for 0.505548 s with Power = (0.268787; 0.8963488) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
101514: P0 rumbles for 1.000945 s with Power = (0.8809966; 0.6307377)
101515: ***P0 pressed***


Catch a thief
Teams

1 spotted another
1 didn't see their own

101708: P2 rumbles for 1.814277 s with Power = (0.4024053; 0.7648972)
101719: P2 rumbles for 2.129898 s with Power = (0.5426382; 0.5620155)
101720: P0 rumbles for 2.373767 s with Power = (0.6437102; 0.1438937)
101721: ***P2 pressed***
101721: ***P2 pressed***
101722: ***P0 pressed***
101730: P2 rumbles for 2.324067 s with Power = (0.496901; 0.3844829)
101807: P3 rumbles for 0.8354884 s with Power = (0.9721044; 0.2122997)
101808: ***P3 pressed***
101820: P3 rumbles for 2.484891 s with Power = (0.7834307; 0.1076132)
101821: P1 rumbles for 0.2600396 s with Power = (0.87168; 0.9885128)
101821: ***P3 pressed***
101822: ***P1 pressed***
101830: P0 rumbles for 1.33121 s with Power = (0.435679; 0.236809)
101831: ***P0 pressed***
101853: P2 rumbles for 2.041105 s with Power = (0.7637924; 0.5614404)
101854: ***P2 pressed***
101917: P2 rumbles for 1.162771 s with Power = (0.8960714; 0.1648071)
101918: ***P2 pressed***
101918: P0 rumbles for 1.177933 s with Power = (0.9408977; 0.1361742)
101919: ***P0 pressed***
101923: P2 rumbles for 1.233989 s with Power = (0.9816994; 0.4207957)
101924: ***P2 pressed***
101936: P3 rumbles for 0.9769932 s with Power = (0.9398962; 0.1564902)
101937: ***P3 pressed***
101944: P1 rumbles for 0.6464917 s with Power = (0.4897643; 0.8268304)
101945: ***P1 pressed***
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102011: P2 rumbles for 2.098218 s with Power = (0.7711691; 0.780195)
102012: ***P2 pressed***
102018: ***P1 pressed***
102041: P3 rumbles for 1.12047 s with Power = (0.8406098; 0.9036281)
102042: ***P3 pressed***
102048: P0 rumbles for 2.384105 s with Power = (0.6021165; 0.2700117)
102049: ***P0 pressed***
102100: P1 rumbles for 2.362287 s with Power = (0.8243993; 0.7108045)
102102: P3 rumbles for 1.049455 s with Power = (0.4277813; 0.4957566)
102103: ***P3 pressed***
102103: ***P1 pressed***
102109: P2 rumbles for 1.687196 s with Power = (0.5000219; 0.4386435)
102110: ***P2 pressed***
102126: P0 rumbles for 1.062423 s with Power = (0.5896373; 0.5632349)
102127: ***P0 pressed***
102140: P3 rumbles for 1.351154 s with Power = (0.6731329; 0.6966034)
102141: ***P3 pressed***
102204: P0 rumbles for 1.69742 s with Power = (0.5844637; 0.2961732)
102205: ***P0 pressed***
102219: P2 rumbles for 0.5645045 s with Power = (0.9262071; 0.8805012)
102220: ***P2 pressed***
102220: P3 rumbles for 2.39816 s with Power = (0.217792; 0.7820559)
102221: ***P3 pressed***
102231: P1 rumbles for 1.281946 s with Power = (0.668202; 0.95821)
102232: ***P1 pressed***
102259: P2 rumbles for 1.551129 s with Power = (0.298767; 0.9850176)
102301: ***P2 pressed***
102303: P0 rumbles for 1.905894 s with Power = (0.1136841; 0.5798042)
102304: ***P0 pressed***
102314: P2 rumbles for 1.276267 s with Power = (0.5349482; 0.3347871)
102315: ***P2 pressed***
102321: P3 rumbles for 2.216896 s with Power = (0.9619591; 0.1195684)
102322: ***P3 pressed***
102336: P1 rumbles for 1.413939 s with Power = (0.2197978; 0.9523818)
102337: ***P1 pressed***
102338: P2 rumbles for 0.9619359 s with Power = (0.7402994; 0.123726)
102339: ***P2 pressed***
102354: P2 rumbles for 1.692373 s with Power = (0.949094; 0.5581316)
102355: ***P2 pressed***
102406: P3 rumbles for 1.571197 s with Power = (0.3399352; 0.8496466)
102406: P0 rumbles for 0.5526133 s with Power = (0.3521254; 0.4025354)
102407: ***P3 pressed***
102407: ***P0 pressed***
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102414: P0 rumbles for 2.370425 s with Power = (0.3670351; 0.4311724)
102415: ***P0 pressed***



Death race
FFA

1 spotted another
7 didn’t see their own

102950: P0 rumbles for 1.993816 s with Power = (0.9971912; 0.4602473)
102956: ***P3 pressed***
103005: ***P0 pressed***
103008: P0 rumbles for 0.377801 s with Power = (0.3229909; 0.3918001) xxxxxxxxxxxxx
103017: P1 rumbles for 1.000288 s with Power = (0.6316561; 0.2479457) xxxxxxxxxxxx
103040: P3 rumbles for 2.421903 s with Power = (0.9746312; 0.503758)
103041: ***P3 pressed***
103101: P2 rumbles for 2.315512 s with Power = (0.2461012; 0.7640809)
103102: ***P2 pressed***
103113: ***P1 pressed***
103130: P1 rumbles for 1.265038 s with Power = (0.1269145; 0.9066551)
103132: ***P1 pressed***
103136: P3 rumbles for 0.6960166 s with Power = (0.9009222; 0.3931175)
103137: ***P3 pressed***
103137: P0 rumbles for 0.5346738 s with Power = (0.6163135; 0.7549661) xxxxxx
103142: P1 rumbles for 0.6021922 s with Power = (0.5102921; 0.377891) xxxxxx
103155: P2 rumbles for 0.9245695 s with Power = (0.2254864; 0.2507043)
103156: ***P2 pressed***
103202: P0 rumbles for 0.9082091 s with Power = (0.4173506; 0.7928202)
103204: ***P0 pressed***
103215: P2 rumbles for 0.6364676 s with Power = (0.3567386; 0.2055591)
103216: ***P2 pressed***
103242: P3 rumbles for 1.547005 s with Power = (0.396972; 0.5372584)
103243: ***P3 pressed***
103245: P0 rumbles for 2.044209 s with Power = (0.2689731; 0.6756153)
103247: ***P0 pressed***
103255: P3 rumbles for 0.5489082 s with Power = (0.1989895; 0.512397) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
103255: P1 rumbles for 1.229226 s with Power = (0.6251175; 0.3981896) xxxxxxxxx
103326: P1 rumbles for 2.377973 s with Power = (0.5485485; 0.5192369)
103328: ***P1 pressed***
103344: P2 rumbles for 0.2496673 s with Power = (0.5733371; 0.8923423)
103345: ***P2 pressed***
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103350: P3 rumbles for 2.096347 s with Power = (0.6484268; 0.7235439)
103351: ***P3 pressed***
103412: P3 rumbles for 2.233477 s with Power = (0.7611029; 0.2882225)
103413: ***P3 pressed***
103416: P0 rumbles for 2.297046 s with Power = (0.383028; 0.4773429)
103418: ***P0 pressed***
103421: P1 rumbles for 1.888748 s with Power = (0.4580873; 0.9415823) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Knights vs ninjas
Teams

1 spotted another
9 didn’t see their own

103504: P0 rumbles for 0.3505541 s with Power = (0.5585445; 0.2097489) xxxxxxxxxx
103511: P0 rumbles for 0.5602285 s with Power = (0.9110904; 0.5166634)
103513: ***P0 pressed***
103523: P2 rumbles for 1.765212 s with Power = (0.5309011; 0.962871)
103524: ***P2 pressed***
103528: P1 rumbles for 0.388099 s with Power = (0.2050641; 0.8104213)
103536: ***P1 pressed***
103545: P3 rumbles for 2.241249 s with Power = (0.3106031; 0.1999745)
103546: ***P3 pressed***
103608: P3 rumbles for 0.2109279 s with Power = (0.1823273; 0.669359) xxxxxxxxxx
103612: P0 rumbles for 0.5200797 s with Power = (0.3331046; 0.5166176)
103613: ***P0 pressed***
103643: P3 rumbles for 0.1384516 s with Power = (0.6486811; 0.8567559)
103644: ***P3 pressed***
103649: P2 rumbles for 0.7062652 s with Power = (0.2464145; 0.8209729) xxxxxxxxxxxx
103650: P3 rumbles for 0.1387809 s with Power = (0.6959067; 0.5413254)
103651: ***P3 pressed***
103657: P1 rumbles for 1.823708 s with Power = (0.7535474; 0.4295737)
103658: ***P1 pressed***
103717: P0 rumbles for 0.7170613 s with Power = (0.9930276; 0.6854657)
103719: ***P0 pressed***
103720: P3 rumbles for 2.347612 s with Power = (0.2928094; 0.7972474) xxxxxxxx
103724: P2 rumbles for 0.713806 s with Power = (0.562473; 0.3340038) xxxxxxxxx
103752: P2 rumbles for 1.209317 s with Power = (0.8651915; 0.2864173)
103754: ***P2 pressed***
103756: P1 rumbles for 1.050979 s with Power = (0.7911853; 0.7806297)
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103757: ***P1 pressed***
103802: ***P3 pressed***
103802: ***P3 pressed***
103803: P2 rumbles for 0.5090235 s with Power = (0.5559552; 0.9447673)
103804: ***P2 pressed***
103817: P1 rumbles for 1.375593 s with Power = (0.3836736; 0.8762591) xxxxxxxxxx
103828: P2 rumbles for 0.2461362 s with Power = (0.9124156; 0.2293118)
103829: ***P2 pressed***
103844: P1 rumbles for 0.7680215 s with Power = (0.1327303; 0.1999274) xxxxxxxx
103845: P0 rumbles for 0.1424899 s with Power = (0.3029065; 0.3865314) xxxxxxxx
103850: P3 rumbles for 2.03575 s with Power = (0.1067846; 0.3133759)
103852: ***P3 pressed***
103902: ***P3 pressed***
103904: ***P3 pressed***
103905: ***P3 pressed***
103905: ***P3 pressed***
103906: ***P3 pressed***
103907: ***P3 pressed***
103908: ***P3 pressed***
103910: ***P3 pressed***
103910: P2 rumbles for 0.5709916 s with Power = (0.5287549; 0.9088852) xxxxxxxxx
103911: ***P3 pressed***
103912: ***P3 pressed***
103916: ***P3 pressed***
103918: ***P3 pressed***
103933: P1 rumbles for 0.7034231 s with Power = (0.7769278; 0.8249687)
103934: ***P1 pressed***
103942: P2 rumbles for 1.681901 s with Power = (0.4296118; 0.6311331)
103943: ***P2 pressed***
103946: P0 rumbles for 2.099344 s with Power = (0.9516871; 0.2999576)
103948: ***P0 pressed***
103948: ***P0 pressed***
103948: ***P0 pressed***
103949: P2 rumbles for 1.562457 s with Power = (0.7809003; 0.3689212)
103949: ***P2 pressed***
104007: P3 rumbles for 0.5055792 s with Power = (0.2523852; 0.1298249)
104008: ***P3 pressed***
104049: P2 rumbles for 0.2947038 s with Power = (0.732957; 0.1475679)
104050: ***P2 pressed***
104053: P1 rumbles for 1.864002 s with Power = (0.5479521; 0.7117229)
104054: ***P1 pressed***
104106: P3 rumbles for 0.3563734 s with Power = (0.2430363; 0.9694066)
104107: ***P3 pressed***
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104115: P0 rumbles for 0.8753574 s with Power = (0.6018469; 0.1475818)
104116: ***P0 pressed***
104133: P0 rumbles for 0.4398815 s with Power = (0.504841; 0.7229527)
104134: ***P0 pressed***
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 1/9

Demographics
*Påkrævet

1. Test participant ID *

Ask the facilitator for this

2. Gender *

Markér kun én bolle.

 Male

 Female

3. Age *

Check of the grouping fitting your age

Markér kun én bolle.

 Below 18

 18-21

 22-25

 26-29

 30+

4. How experienced are you with using a traditional game controller? *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not at all
experienced

Very
experienced

First vibration type
Fill this out after having tested the first vibration type

Reference image

B Controller Experiment Questionnaire
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 2/9

5. Speed *

I felt like my reaction time was fast

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

6. Complexity *

I feel like this vibration type can be used to deliver complex information

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

7. Secrecy / noise part 1 *

I was aware of the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 3/9

8. Secrecy / noise part 2 *

I was distracted by the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

9. Difficulty *

I think it was easy to understand this vibration type

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

Second vibration type
Fill this out after having tested the second vibration type

Reference image
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 4/9

10. Speed *

I felt like my reaction time was fast

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

11. Complexity *

I feel like this vibration type can be used to deliver complex information

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

12. Secrecy / noise part 1 *

I was aware of the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

13. Secrecy / noise part 2 *

I was distracted by the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

14. Difficulty *

I think it was easy to understand this vibration type

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

Third vibration type
Fill this out after having tested the thrid vibration type

Reference image
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 5/9

15. Speed *

I felt like my reaction time was fast

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

16. Complexity *

I feel like this hapcitic type can be used to deliver complex information

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

17. Secrecy / noise part 1 *

I was aware of the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 6/9

18. Secrecy / noise part 2 *

I was distracted by the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

19. Difficulty *

I think it was easy to understand this vibration type

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

Fourth vibration type
Fill this out after having tested the fourth vibration type

Reference image
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 7/9

20. Speed *

I felt like my reaction time was fast

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

21. Complexity *

I feel like this vibration type can be used to deliver complex information

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

22. Secrecy / noise part 1 *

I was aware of the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

23. Secrecy / noise part 2 *

I was distracted by the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

24. Difficulty *

I think it was easy to understand this vibration type

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

Fifth vibration type

Reference image
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 8/9

25. Speed *

I felt like my reaction time was fast

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

26. Complexity *

I feel like this vibration type can be used to deliver complex information

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

27. Secrecy / noise part 1 *

I was aware of the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 9/9

Leveret af

28. Secrecy / noise part 2 *

I was distracted by the other test participants' vibrations

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

29. Difficulty *

I think it was easy to understand this vibration type

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

Any comments

30. Do you have any additional comments to add?
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20/5/2014 Controller test - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QkcUlkHIuWcwoQpvfZ4Et81Co94YE7xIuAfscWIhmB4/edit 1/9

Demographics
*Påkrævet

1. Test participant ID *

Ask the facilitator for this

2. Gender *

Markér kun én bolle.

 Male

 Female

3. Age *

Check of the grouping fitting your age

Markér kun én bolle.

 Below 18

 18-21

 22-25

 26-29

 30+

4. How experienced are you with using a traditional game controller? *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not at all
experienced

Very
experienced

First vibration type
Fill this out after having tested the first vibration type

Reference image

C Game Experiment Questionnaire
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20/5/2014 Experiment of the game - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10tgHMKa60xBPmR51_QPaMMuvz8yG5T4zcEG9a5-1hrU/edit 2/3

6. I understood which targets I recieved, the first time they was presented to me *

when you pressed down on the D-pad

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

7. I did not have a hard time understanding the kill mission *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

8. I did not have a hard time understanding the defend mission *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

9. I did not have a hard time understanding the zone mission *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

10. I did not have a hard time understanding the intelligence mission *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

11. I did not think the vibrations were distracting *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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20/5/2014 Experiment of the game - Google Analyse

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10tgHMKa60xBPmR51_QPaMMuvz8yG5T4zcEG9a5-1hrU/edit 3/3

Leveret af

12. I think the vibrations were easy to distinguish from each other *

Both for up and down and on the D-pad

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

13. I felt like I quickly pressed to recieve a new mission after completing a previous *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

14. I was not aware of the other test participants' vibrations *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

15. I was not distracted by the other test participants' vibrations *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

16. I felt I had a clear idea of the other test participants' missions or targets through their
vibrations *

Markér kun én bolle.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

17. Do you have any suggestings for improvements?
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D Data from Logs and Questionnaires

The data can be found online.

Controller Experiment:
www.dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/113180/ControllerTestF lowHunters.xlsx

Game Experiment:
www.dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/113180/GameTestF lowHunters.xlsx.
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https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/113180/ControllerTestFlowHunters.xlsx
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/113180/GameTestFlowHunters.xlsx
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